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ABSTRACT
In this thesis I examine the disability identity reflected in contemporary art history. This thesis
utilizes theorists in disability studies to expose the lack of meaningful discourse regarding the
disabled experience. By focusing on the need to dismantle the abled lens and highlighting
disabled artists themselves, I bring to light the need for disability to be viewed as a social
construct and not something to be fixed or eliminated. I highlight the importance of bringing
disability to contemporary art as it fosters a space for the disabled narrative to come to light. I
also highlight that the field of the disabled narrative is not solely reserved for disabled artists.
Abled artists can partake and further the dialogue between abled bodied and disabled bodies but
it must be a collaborative process in order to ensure an honest narrative is produced that does not
preserve the ableist hegemony. This social view will hopefully lead to art history being part of
the dialogue which fosters understanding and inclusivity.
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INTRODUCTION
COVID-19 has upended the world. It is first and foremost a global public health and economic
crisis. But it has also brought to light many of the disparities which remain in the world including
issues of race, gender, different sexual identities, and ability. The pandemic has provided us with
a micro view of the barriers which remain much like art has through the centuries. Throughout
history, people of color, women, sexual identity, and the disabled have been portrayed by those
of the white patriarchal abled group. This led to a perspective which is not at all representative of
the experience of these identities. With this disparity in mind, I looked to contemporary art
discourse and realized that there were no disabled artists figured and no theorization of disability
and contemporary art. Disability theorists have coined the term “disabled/disability identity” to
mean “ … a socially constructed category, an identity that is shaped by cultural and historical
forces rather than being determined primarily by the body” (Rodas, 2015, 103). I will use this
phrase throughout the thesis. Disabled identity has been shaped, controlled, and defined by the
ableist hegemony as abled bodies are seen as understood as “the norm” (Siebers, 2011, 102). The
phrase ableist hegemony refers to the established and continued way of life in which able bodies
are the majority and the rules that govern society yield to what the abled call “normal bodies.”
This allows for the ableist hegemony to persevere and outcast any bodies that are disabled as
they do not fit in. The result of the acceptable body has resulted in the disabled body receiving
connotations of the undesirable, “the freak show”, the pitiful, and the avoidable. As a member of
the disabled identity, I understand the impact of the abled majority in governing the disabled
identity which results in experiences of shame, othering, and misunderstandings. This creates the
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necessity of highlighting the disabled narrative in contemporary art as it increases awareness and
begins to break down the barriers and stigmas that are still associated with the disabled body in
the 21st century.
This resulted in the study of disability scholars who have written on key experiences of
the reality of the disabled identity. The works of Tobin Siebers, Lennard Davis, and Rosemarie
Garland-Thomson outline elements of the disability identity that arise in the environment of able
bodies. It is critical to note that disability is a broad and large category that encompasses many
challenges but in this thesis I chose to highlight physical and sensory disabilities. The decision to
focus on physical and sensory disabilities stems from the perspective that these impairments
allow for the ableist hegemony to label others as different from them. The ableist hegemony,
however, does not accept invisible physical and sensory disabilities as the “ … [disabled] status
[must be] validated by a highly visible prop like a wheelchair” (Siebers, 2011, 96). Siebers
furthers this dilemma of visibility and invisibility of the disabled identity as he states “invite the
stare you otherwise fear, and you may find yourself invisible, beyond staring” (Siebers, 2011,
99). This aspect of the disabled narrative is crucial for understanding as “the masquerade shows
that disability exists at the same time that it, as masquerade, does not exist” (Siebers, 2011, 103).
Masquerade is a term coined by disability theorist Tobin Siebers that arose from the dilemma
that disabled individuals face: “to pass or not to pass … as abled-bodied” (Siebers, 2011, 97).
The disabled experience brought to light is that disability is erased from conversation as the
disabled identity is not a part of the normative abled culture.
This oppressive normative abled culture is especially noted and highlighted in popular
culture of the past and present. One sees the one dimensional abled perspective of disability in
other artistic mediums such as entertainment. Films such as You’re Not You (2014) and Penguin
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Bloom (2020) preserve the ableist hegemony by evading casting disabled actresses who use ASL
or suffer from partial paralysis and instead cast abled actresses to play the role of physically
disabled individuals. This gap is important to highlight as it forces the ableist hegemony to
recognize that disability is not an identity which abled bodies can utilize, interpret, and
manipulate from their perspective. Disability is not a cloak which an abled individual can
temporarily take on and off. Rather, these roles reduce disability as they comfort and secure the
ableist hegemony by making the deemed undesirable identity a short-lived illusion that doesn’t
permanently plague abled bodies. It is critical to highlight these ableist elements of popular
culture as they shape and form opinions on disability and comfort the abled by allowing them to
distance themselves from disability which, in reality, is an identity that everyone will adopt at
some point in their lives. The ableist hegemony has only recently begun to shatter with the
introduction and visibility of disabled identities and the disabled experience such as Lucy Martin
on BBC weather, Deaf U (2020), and Crip Camp (2020). Disabled individuals rewrite the ableist
view of disability as they reclaim the abled gaze and transform from being the object to the
subject. The abled gaze arises from the term I use, the “abled eye”, which arises from the ableist
hegemonic, critical gaze of ableist expectations, perceptions, and desires that the disabled must
avoid breaking or standing out against. By becoming the subject, disabled individuals are able to
reformulate what it means to be disabled and do not allow for the abled body to reduce their
identity to something that is to be prodded, observed and then overlooked. These cases allow for
a reflection on past ableist established perspectives and how to change these perspectives to
allow for an understanding of the disabled experience highlighted by disabled individuals.
Theorists like Siebers, Davis, and Garland-Thomson seek to move the dialogue away
from a medical to a social or cultural construct on how society sees and treats the disabled.
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Siebers concedes that, historically, disability was viewed as something in need of intervention or
correction (Siebers, 2011, 3). This view of the disabled minority identity is perpetrated by the
abled majority. Siebers challenges the able-bodied to look at disability differently. In his view,
disability should be part of the discourse on diversity in general. Siebers believes increased
awareness of disability identity will result in societal and cultural change and that disability is an
“...elastic social category…” (Siebers, 2011, 4). Davis concurs believing that the ableist society
is the norm and that the disabled are excluded from the dialogue (Davis, 1995, 2). He notes that
people cling to normalcy when portrayed in the disabled (Davis, 1995, 24). Garland-Thomson
exposes the ableist fear of the disabled body through the abled support of eugenics. Eugenic
world-building is a belief system that can preserve the ableist hegemony as abled bodies can
prevent disability from being brought into their society. However, what scholars Siebers, Davis,
and Garland-Thomson all note is that the disabled identity is one that is inevitably gained by all.
Art and the reflection of the human body in art through the centuries has contributed to
the normative culture. In our everyday life, abled individuals tend to look away never truly
seeing the disabled or understanding their experiences. Ableism distorts the narrative of disabled
realities and the desire to reshape the ableist established perspective on disability fueled my
thesis. In this thesis I review contemporary art discourse and note where elements of the
disability lens can be applied to allow for new perspectives and a greater understanding of the
disabled identity as disabled artists reclaim the abled gaze forced upon them.
First looking at Frida Kahlo’s works that reveal several of her identities, I noticed that art
discourse did not reflect upon her disability identity. Rather, Kahlo is currently only known for
her identities as a Mexican, female, surrealist. In this thesis I will highlight her disabled identity
as another element of her multiple identities that speaks to the representation of the disabled
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experience of pain and suffering. Through the disabled lens established by Siebers, Davis, and
Garland-Thomson framework, one can see Kahlo’s evolution in which she lifts her abled
masquerade and showcases her disability to viewers. I will first bring to light the disabled
experience of Sieber’s term of the masquerade in Kahlo’s early works in which she subjects
herself to the mercy of the ableist hegemony and hides her disabled identity from the abled gaze.
This masquerade of Kahlo’s brings to light the issue of visibility and hypervisibility by the
ableist hegemonic gaze. The abled eye places the abled body into a state of hypervisibility and
Kahlo, in turn, hides her disabled body from the abled gaze as her disabled identity is not
accepted. However, as her oeuvre develops she begins to explore themes of eugenics and the
social death the ableist hegemony associates with the disabled identity. The abled eye and
hegemony do not allow for a space for the disabled identity to come to light as being impaired
has historically been seen as not an identity but an element that needs to be cured or rid of. Kahlo
brings this abled hypervisibility and the invisible disabled experience of pain and suffering to
light in an unique way as she preserves the importance of her multifaceted identity of being a
Mexican, female, surrealist, but she drains her life due to ableist oppression. This is critical to
note as it speaks to the abled eye that does not allow for the disabled identity to come to light and
Kahlo reveals her disabled experience of painful ableist oppression. Lastly, I will highlight
Kahlo’s later works that no longer utilize the abled masquerade and instead show pride in her
disabled experience of pain and suffering as he exposes her impaired body to viewers. She
utilizes elements that are associated with beauty, tradition, and transformation to reclaim her
disability and establish pride in this particular identity. It is crucial to bring disability into the
thread of contemporary art discourse as it can bring the disabled narrative to viewers.
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I bring up this issue of honesty as ableism has robbed disabled individuals the right to
reveal their experiences coexisting in the ableist hegemony. This thread of ableism requires a
critical eye as ableist art takes on an oppressive nature that some disability theorists argue is
similar to blackface. The act of cripping up1 by abled artists strips away the true disabled
narrative by “ablewashing.” Ablewashing mirrors the act of “whitewashing” in which the abled
control the public narrative of what is deemed a “normal body.” The “normal body” refers to the
ableist established ideal in which the acceptable body is one that is not impaired2. By gratifying
able bodies which are deemed normal, ablewashing prevents the true disabled narrative from
coming to light, and, instead, emphasizes the shallow and warped abled view of disability. In
turn, cripping up and ablewashing results in the lack of dialogue between the abled and the
disabled. This is a critical gap in contemporary art as the result produces works that speak in a
one-dimensional manner that only addresses the ableist hegemony.
Two abled artists who have produced works that contributed to this divide are Matthew
Barney and Robert Morris. Barney and Morris utilize the practice of cripping up and
ablewashing as they showcase disability in a light that satisfies the abled eye but does not
honestly reflect the disabled narrative. In the chapter “Abled Artists, Disabled Bodies” I will
review the works of Barney and Morris and expose the missed connection with the disabled
experience. In my study of these abled artists I noted they produce works in an one-dimensional
abled perspective. This perspective can be understood as a “monospondence”, a term coined by
Joseph Grigely to explain the limited ableist view of the disabled experience that restricts
2 The term “impaired” is a phrase that is not preferred and is currently noted to be incendiary, however there is not
yet a term that best explains the disabled identity. I utilize the term impaired to merely add understanding to ableist
attitudes towards the disabled body.
1 In early research the term “cripface” was utilized but it has recently come to light that this is not an appropriate
term to describe the abled mimicry that the ableist hegemony participates in, rather the acceptable term is “cripping
up.”
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conversation in these works. This act of monospondence by abled artists furthers the divide
between abled bodies and disabled bodies as the false, limited perspective is shown and disabled
experience is ignored. While I bring the issue of abled artists utilizing cripping up and
ablewashing to light, it must be noted that the disabled narrative can be told through abled artists.
The disabled narrative should not be reserved only for disabled artists as this would defeat the
purpose of bridging the gap between the abled and the disabled. One such artist is Marc Quinn,
an abled artist, who worked
alongside disabled artist Alison
Lapper to produce the work Alison
Lapper Pregnant (figure 1). In this
work, abled artist Marc Quinn
worked with disabled artist and
expecting mother Alison Lapper to
produce a work that would bring the
disabled experience of bravery to
conversation. For this work, Quinn
constructed a marble sculpture
which, “historically, marble has
been reserved for the depiction of heroes, gods, and for important public monuments …”
(Josefson, 2017). However, in the ableist hegemony disabled people are not the norm or the
majority so it is not expected for this population to be seen as important as the abled body
individuals that the ableist hegemony places on pedestals. Charles Josefson notes that “ ... we
automatically admire the Venus de Milo as being beautiful with her lost limbs, and yet we
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oftentimes neglect to see the beauty of disabled people” (Josefson, 2017). By producing this
work, Quinn sets out to change the current conversation in the ableist hegemony. He begins to
bring an awareness to the beauty in the disabled experience of bravery of living in the ableist
hegemony. The connection between Quinn’s intent and Lapper’s disabled experience in this work
is successful as it speaks to the reality of being a person living with the disabled identity in the
ableist hegemony. The abled eye does not desire to see disability in a public space nor does the
ableist hegemony feel comfortable seeing disability procreating. Marc Quinn notes that “ …
Lapper represented disabled people who must ‘conquer their own circumstances and the
prejudices of others’” (Josefson, 2017).
Another act of ableist hegemony in both society and in art discourse is the belief that
once a body becomes disabled that individual is regarded as ruined. This issue of the abled eye
controlling the image of disability arises again and, here, deems the disability identity as
undesirable. Garland-Thomson notes this problematic ableist belief that often stems from
eugenics and, as stated earlier in relation to Frida Kahlo, disability is seen as a social death
sentence. However, this is not the reality of assuming the disabled identity. Artist Chuck Close
proves this ableist perception as false through his own journey of becoming disabled. Chuck
Close labels his entrance into his disabled identity as “the event” and showcases the potential
that lies in the disabled identity through his works. After gaining the disability identity, Close
admits that he struggled with coming to terms with his new body (Guare, 1996, 32). Another
source of difficulty stemmed from his able-bodied support system in which fear in the unknown
of life after disability was evident and, for Close, was “miserable” (Guare, 1996, 33). However,
Close, like all members of the disability identity, had to learn how to adapt and live with his
newfound disability. While his disability produces limitations and barriers in movement, Close
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learned how to live in his new body and was able to continue his flourishing career. Through
periods of experimentation and many trials and errors, Close adapted to his disability and came
to terms that his disability identity would’ve been inevitable. Close’s acceptance and ability to
adapt with his disability shows viewers and the  ableist hegemony that life does not end with
disability, rather it invites a journey of discovery and an individual can flourish in new ways. In
other words, Close is able to expose how disability does not destroy potential as it can become a
new ability.
Other artists choose to showcase their disabled narrative in methods that threaten the
abled normative standards. One such threat is disabling the abled. This practice is utilized by
artist Joseph Grigely in which he works to expose the absurdity and reality of ableist
expectations for the disabled deaf. As a deaf individual himself, Grigely recognizes the daily
sacrifices that are required in order for the deaf to be participating members of the ableist
hegemony. This oppressive way of life furthers the gap mentioned earlier between the abled and
the disabled as the disability identity is not acceptable. The disability identity warrants being
treated as a second class citizen as the  ableist hegemony does not want to accept bodies that
threaten the prized normal body. It is this unjust reality that Grigley’s works highlight. In his
works, Grigely assumes the dominant authoritative position and forces the hearing abled to be
the group that must sacrifice to be a participating member of Grigely’s deaf situations. The result
of this is an extremely powerful conversation as those who become the other face feelings of
discomfort and shame. By establishing an awareness of how the  ableist hegemony negatively
impacts the disabled, Grigely is able to bring a voice to the silently oppressed. Another source of
power in Grigely’s works of disabling the abled is his ability to make it a continuous experience.
Others are not disabled solely in the moment of interaction with Grigely, rather whenever a
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person encounters his works they are always disabled. This aspect of Grigely’s works is critical
as it replicates life experience of the disabled as they continuously face this harsh othering by the
ableist hegemony which impacts the ability to not only be a member of society but also the
ability to establish connections. Grigely’s works highlight another issue in which the  ableist
hegemony does not seem aware of its prejudiced treatment of the disabled until they are disabled
by Grigely. Through Grigely’s works of disabling the abled, a space for the recognition of the
monospondence that the  ableist hegemony produces is established. This space is critical to note
as it allows for the understanding that ableist expectations are unreasonable. As he disables the
abled, Grigely brings to light the disabled narrative that speaks to the oppressive ableist practices
that outcast the deaf into sectors of shame, embarrassment, and unworthiness.
Active participation in the dialogue of disability in contemporary art discourse by artists
like Frida Kahlo, Chuck Close, and Joseph Grigley allows the disabled an opportunity to
participate and show the disabled experience in the ableist hegemony. For them, art has become a
means to owning their disabled identity. These disabled artists are given a space to enter
contemporary art discourse and further honest dialogue for persons with disabilities. The ableist
hegemony walls need to be broken down; we can no longer accept ablewashin: doing so results
in a closed and unreliable one-dimensional view. Artists Barney and Morris contribute to the
cripping up and ablewashing of contemporary art by preserving the abled eye. Abled artists can
actively participate in the disabled narrative but it must be done through an active dialogue with
the disabled in order to produce works that speak to the reality of the disabled narrative. By
reclaiming the abled gaze, the disabled narrative in contemporary art shifts to a subject of fruitful
conversation and rids the ableist objectification of disability. The power that lies in becoming a
subject in contemporary art discourse is great. It allows for a space in which abled and disabled
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persons can come together to study the true disabled experience which leads to a chain reaction
in both conversation and ultimately equality.
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CHAPTER 1: BECOMING VISIBLE
The ableist hegemony has preserved its hierarchical nature in art through its practice of
prioritizing normal bodies and not allowing space for disabled artists in the narrative of
disability. In doing so, normative bodies and the abled narrative have controlled the thread and
portrayal of disability. While disability has been highlighted in art history, it has been through the
practices of cripping up, or exaggerated stereotypes. These depictions of the disabled have
supported and preserved the ableist hegemony as they further the oppressive environment in
which the only accepted bodies are abled. As a result, the ableist narrative has inhibited the
understanding of works by artists such as Frida Kahlo that pertain to their identity as disabled
individuals.
Frida Kahlo is a well known figure in modern art whose identity is as a Mexican, female,
surrealist artist married to Diego Rivera. While these are important components of Kahlo’s
identity, scholarship has failed to attend as fully to her identity as a disabled individual. Current
art discourse tends to focus on how Kahlo’s power stems from her strengths of femininity and
how she embraces traditional Mexican values. However, when Kahlo’s disabled identity is
brought into focus it allows for an open space analysis and discussion as viewing her works
through the disabled lens expands Kahlo’s powerful reach to her audience. While this disabled
lens is relatively new in Kahlo’s scholarship, it mirrors her own evolution of acceptance and
identity pride in which disability becomes one with her name. I use the term hypervisible for
Kahlo as her oeuvre shows her metamorphic nature as she started by hiding her disabled identity
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from others and later developed pride in depicting her disabled self to show her disabled
experience. She accomplished this by ensuring that, in her early works, she portrayed herself as
an exotic, beautiful, traditional, seemingly abled Mexican woman. This image shifts starting in
the mid to late 1930s through the theme of pain and suffering. Kahlo's disabled identity emerged
which allowed her to unfold the reality of her disabled experience to all. She unmasked her
disabled parts which granted a space for her to become vulnerable and intimate with viewers as
she displayed her disabled narrative. In this chapter I will show Kahlo’s shift from hypervisibility
of the abled body to visibility of her true disabled narrative of pain and suffering and how her
works share key themes of shame and eugenics with disability scholarship.
Kahlo is a well established figure in modern art but the full spectrum of her identity is
only recently revealed in art history (Wilcox and Henestrosa, 2018, 14). While Kahlo has been
disabled since early childhood, her life as a disabled woman is only briefly mentioned and is not
utilized as a lens into her works (Kettenmann, 1992, 20). Rather than utilize Kahlo’s disabled self
to bring themes of disability identity to the forefront of contemporary art discourse, past
scholarship tended to reduce Kahlo’s disabilities into minor elements in a timeline of her health
(Kettenmann, 1992, 17-20). However, through the disabled lens one can look at Kahlo’s ability
altering events and her work as a statement on her disabled identity. With Tobin Siebers’
scholarship, we can see that Kahlo’s works “…introduce the reality of disability identity into the
public imagination…[as they] tell stories in a way that allows people without disabilities to
recognize [disabled] reality and theirs as a common one” (Siebers, 2011, 48). Kahlo’s disabled
experience was one of pride in her pain and suffering and she shared honestly her experience
with her viewers. Through this act of reclaiming, Kahlo was able to redefine her disabilities from
her perspective as being beautiful. Through the disabled lens Kahlo and her works can, as G.
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Thomas Couser put it, “…c[o]me out of the closet into the living room of life writing” (Couser,
2017, 451).
As a disabled individual with a visible disability Kahlo was no stranger to how, as Couser
has argued, her “…deviations from bodily norms often provoke a demand for explanatory
narrative in everyday life” (Couser, 2017, 452). Kahlo’s disabled identity itself evolved
beginning with her having poliomyelitis as a young child. In her teens she was in a trolley
accident which resulted in many spinal surgeries and eventual limb amputation (Courtney,
O’Hearn, Franck, 2017, 90). Kahlo’s first experience of being disabled in an abled world was
negative and hurtful as after suffering from polio she was labeled as ‘peg-leg Frida’
(Kettenmann, 1992, 10). This impact on Kahlo is critical when it comes to understanding her
response and how it translated into her works. She initially avoided exposing her disabled self
and worked to masquerade herself as an abled Mexican woman. As scholar Circe Henestrosa
noted: Kahlo wore “…traditional forms of the Tehuana. Her adoption of this dress was conscious
and considered, both distracting and purposeful: a complex combination of her communist
ideology, her Mexican-ness, constructed from her personal traditions and as a reaction to her
disabilities” (Henestrosa, 2018, 78). Through her experience of being treated as an outcast by
others due to her disabilities Kahlo adopted a style that allowed her to selectively hide her
disabilities from others and heighten her other identities of being Mexican and a strong female.
As Henestrosa noted: being “…equally aware of her fragmented body…” Kahlo’s masquerade in
“…Tehuana attire allowed her to draw attention to her head and torso, shifting the viewer’s focus
away from her lower body” which was afflicted (Henestrosa, 2018, pp.78, 80). This process of
drawing the gaze away from her disabilities can be seen in many of her works but it is in her
early works that she masquerades herself prominently as an able-bodied woman who is not seen
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suffering or in pain. While she was able to play into the masquerade she also revealed her
disability in showing viewers the loneliness that arises in the disabled narrative. By not fitting in
the ableist hegemony those of the disabled identity are cast aside and experience moments of
alienation as their differences are not
accepted.
An example of Kahlo’s early
attempts to keep her disability hidden is
Self-portrait completed in 1930 (figure 2).
Kahlo shows herself in a close up cropped
position from the bosom up. This decision
to crop the image that Kahlo allows
viewers to see is critical as it is the first
depiction of her use of masquerade to pass
as abled. She does not allow for viewers to
see her corset, which is most likely hidden
under her dress; nor does she allow viewers
to gaze upon her afflicted pelvis or leg. Instead the viewer’s gaze is drawn to elements of her
other identities. She allows for her female identity to come to light as her low cut dress draws the
gaze to her bosom.She is seated alone in a chair in a blue short sleeve dress that has a red
trimmed scoop neckline against a plain light pink background. Due to this being one of her
earlier portraits, Kahlo is not shown in complete Tehuana fashion, but she hints at  this traditional
form with the patterned gathered waistband at the bottom of this work. Her hair is pulled back
which allows for her earrings to be on display. Kahlo’s face is in three-quarter view towards the
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right with a stoic facial expression while her eyes gaze intimately at the viewer. In sum, Kahlo’s
gaze invites the viewers into her space. However, the space in which viewers can observe Kahlo
is designed in a limited manner in which only her beauty and facial features can be studied. She
emphasizes her beauty with a rouge coloring on her lips and cheeks which keeps the viewer’s
eyes on Kahlo’s face and not her body.
Kahlo continues the hypervisibility of her disabled body in her work Self-portrait with
Necklace (1933) as she further limits the viewer’s gaze at her body and controls the gaze to only
look upon her signature facial features and rich jewelry (figure 3). Here Kahlo cropped herself so
that her head and neck dominates
this work. She again is depicted
alone against a plain background
that is grey with a blue tinge. She is
clothed in bright white with an
intricate white lace collar. This dress
differs from her 1930 self-portrait in
that it has a higher neckline which
covers more of her torso. The more
conservative dress allows for Kahlo
to further limit the gaze on her
afflicted torso as the eye is not
allowed to look upon any aspect of
her chest. Kahlo seems to take on
the Tehuana hairstyle as her hair is pulled back in a braid and is tied with a simple ribbon. Rather
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than earrings, Kahlo’s jewelry of choice in this work is a thick necklace. Her face is also shown
in three-quarter view, this time to the left, and her gaze remains forward. In both works her lips
and cheeks have a red stain that allow for them to stand out along with her signature single brow.
When looking at this work the viewer cannot see or know that Kahlo is a disabled woman as she
doesn’t allow for the eye to see her afflicted parts. Lennard Davis highlights how the
normalization of abled bodies resulted in an ableist resistance to accepting differences which
explains Kahlo’s inability to honestly reflect her disability (Davis, 2013, 8). While Kahlo draws
viewers' gaze to her striking beauty in her self portraits of 1930 and 1933, she exhibits an honest
aspect of her disabled experience. Kahlo “…portrays herself against a backdrop of…empty, cold
rooms, reflecting her own loneliness” (Kettenmann, 1992, 19). Kahlo’s loneliness is recognized
and shared among others with the disabled identity as there is a “…knowledge that [one is]
totally alone in [their] dilemma and pretty much in the dark about what to do about it” (Siebers,
2011, 49). Through Siebers viewers are able to view Kahlo’s disabled narrative of loneliness
which speaks volumes in her early self-portraits despite painting herself in an abled masquerade.
Moreover, another key disability scholar, Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, highlights the
area of eugenics in which the ableist hegemony labels disability as a death sentence
(Garland-Thomson, 2017, 53). As Garland-Thomson notes, the ableist hegemony predominantly
focuses on “eugenic world building” in which the “…world would be a better place if disability
could be eliminated” (Garland-Thomson, 2017, 53). This view of disability as something which
should be done away with and the belief in eugenics is a critical element of disability scholarship
as it provides insight into why disabilities are often hidden from view. According to Lennard
Davis, this act of hiding the disabled body is due to “the nightmare of that body [which] is one
that is deformed, maimed, mutilated, broken, diseased” (Davis, 1995, 5). The body that is
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different from the abled body is treated in this manner as “…disability is seen as a catastrophe or
a failing….an unappealing and unexpected social position” (Garland-Thomson, 2017, 55). This
societal death for disabled individuals in Garland-Thomson’s scholarship arises in Kahlo’s works
as she brings about her disabled narrative of being outcast as a young girl due to her bodily
difference (Kettenmann, 1992, 10). “This awkwardness [of the abled hypervisibility] reveals how
isolated the broader society…are from people with disabilities…[due to] the dangerous void of
information about disability…” (Saxton, 2017, pp.75). The gap between the abled and the
disabled furthers the hypervisibility of the ableist belief that so-called normal bodies are superior.
This results in “…averted eyes or stolen glances, pinched smiles, awkward or overeager
helpfulness—-in other words, discomfort accompanied by the struggle to pretend there was
none” (Saxton, 2017, 74).
The treatment that arises from this discomfiting by the abled results in the disabled facing
a social death in which they are cast out from the abled community. Kahlo utilizes the fatal
aspect of disability as a theme in her work to showcase her social death to her viewers. As noted
above, Kahlo’s disabled identity began in her childhood when she contracted polio which left her
with a limb deficiency (Henestrosa, 2018, 78). Her right leg became an object for her to hide
from the eye as it resulted in her “asymmetry” and in her being cast out from the abled majority
(Henestrosa, 2018, 78). Understanding Kahlo’s “social death” and knowing that she was teased
for her disability leads to a better understanding of her work Girl with Death Mask completed in
1938 (figure 4) (Meché, 2015). In this work a young girl, presumably Kahlo, is depicted alone in
a green field and the white, cold mountains in the distance blend into the sky. Her age in this
work is unclear but I believe it is meant to be Kahlo at age six suffering from polio. She wears a
pink dress with a patterned collar and a red ribbon around her waist billows behind her towards
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the right. It is important to note the use of Mexican Pink in this work. Mexican Pink
“...represents a color that has long
been embedded in indigenous
traditions and later Mestizo
manifests…” (Mukhoapdhyay, 1).
Here Kahlo fades vibrant Mexican
Pink to a light shade variation. This
reflects the aspect of social death as
Kahlo drains the life of Mexican
Pink in a manner similar to how the
ableist eye drains her life as she is
tortured by others due to her
disability.
Kahlo’s work further brings
out Garland-Thomson’s scholarship
on eugenics and societal death as
she holds a single yellow flower in
her left hand and is grasping the petals with her right hand. It appears to be a yellow marigold in
which the head of the flower droops towards the ground. A key thing to note is the symbolic
meaning of the marigold in Mexico. Marigolds are the “flower of the dead or flor de muerto”
(Porter, 2014). This is a crucial detail in understanding Kahlo’s Girl with Death Mask as the
tightly gripped flower furthers the theme of death both symbolically and in its drooping nature.
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The ableist outcasting of Kahlo due to her disability is further shown in this work with
the skull head that replaces the head of the young girl. Kahlo’s choice of a skull mask is
representative of Garland-Thomson’s theory of the eugenic stance on extermination of the
disabled (Garland-Thomson, 2017, 53). As Garland-Thomson emphasizes the ableist eugenic
view, this causes Kahlo to replace the head of this little girl with what is perceived as a death
mask. Interestingly, the death mask also traces its roots back to the Mexican tradition of “the
issue of equality…[and the] power struggle for egalitarianism began seeping into traditional Dia
de los Muertos art” (White, 2018, 3). Kahlo’s work shows her desire for equality in the ableist
hegemony by highlighting “the Spanish phrase ‘Todos solos Calavera,’ or ‘we are all the
skeletons,’” (White, 2018, 3). By reducing herself to bones Kahlo shows herself as the same as
the abled body and begins to chip away at the ableist stance of eugenics as her bodily difference
does not render her less than her abled counterparts.
Another unique aspect of this skull mask is how Kahlo painted it. She painted minor
details on the mask emphasizing the gold eye sockets, two gold teeth, eyebrows, and a red line
that appears to be a strap to keep the mask on Kahlo’s head. These decorative elements bring up
the tradition of skull masks in which “the purpose of the mask [was] to scare away all of the
souls that were brought back for the festivities” (White, 2018, 4). This old tradition raises the
possibility that Kahlo wears this mask to scare away the ableists who come to gaze at her and
objectify her. The other source of power that the skull mask has is “…the ability [for people] to
look death in the face and not be scared of it” (White, 2018, 4). This function is critical to note as
it hints that Kahlo may have utilized this mask to allow herself to “…feel secure in [her]
undetermined future…” as a member of the disabled identity (White, 2018, 4).
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Moreover, there is a second mask in this work placed on the ground next to Kahlo’s right
leg from the viewer perspective. The monstrous and terrifying nature of this mask is perhaps
intended as an illustration of the ableist eye of disability. While we cannot see her disability in
this work, we know that Kahlo’s afflicted leg is visibly different and deformed, marking her
difference which is a nightmare to the abled. Kahlo’s work Girl with Death Mask works
alongside disability scholarship to highlight the ableist hegemony’s fear of disability that results
in disability being labeled as a death sentence. It is through this new discourse that viewers can
see how Kahlo’s art is important to disability scholarship because it reflects both the traditional
abled view of her disability and her own evolution in accepting her disability.
Kahlo exhibits her acceptance of her disability by
allowing others to gaze upon her disability in an
intimate nature. This allows Kahlo to reclaim the
ableist hypervisibility and transform her identity
through her own visibility that produces her true
disabled narrative. Kahlo first explores exposing
her disabled self in the work Appearances Can Be
Deceiving (figure 5). In this work Kahlo writes
“Las apariencias engañan” below a full body
drawing of herself. This phrase translates to
“Appearances can be deceiving.” With this
statement, Kahlo indicates that her Tehuana dress
is a masquerade in which she hides her disabled
experience. Kahlo draws herself and outlines her
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body with a harsh black line to allow herself to be seen and to stand out. Within this perspective
she highlights the brace that holds her spine strong and steady and she explores the use of
classical elements by showing her spine as an ionic order column. The lower portion of the
column seems to have a fracture line through it emphasized in both harsh black and purple
marks. As the eye moves down Kahlo’s body her pubic bone is marked with black lines and
purple shading and appears to bleed or scar down her left leg. This emphasizes the damage
Kahlo suffered to her pelvis from her accident. On her right leg, the one afflicted by polio, Kahlo
has drawn blue butterflies from the thigh down to her ankle. Butterflies symbolize transformation
and in this work it seems that Kahlo’s perspective of her afflicted leg has transformed from one
of shame to one of beauty and pride. As Kahlo accepts her disabled identity, she begins to lift the
masquerade allowing viewers to see another aspect of her multi-identity. She does this by
altering her Tehuana dress and making it into a window to allow for viewers to look at her
disabled body. She keeps the outline of the dress and emphasizes its ruffles and sleeves, but what
is most interesting is Kahlo’s choice to outline the Tehuana style of dress and hair in a radiating
purple. This choice emphasizes Kahlo’s use of Tehuana fashion as a shield of protection from
othering of the disabled by the ableist hegemony. Tehuana fashion has protected Kahlo and
allowed for her to masquerade as abled and as having, what is deemed by the ableist hegemony,
a normal body.
Kahlo continues to reveal her disabled narrative of pain and suffering to allow for
viewers to see her disabled experience. In 1944 Kahlo completed The Broken Column which
dramatically lifts Kahlo’s abled masquerade (figure 6). She set herself against a natural and bare
landscape in which the ground mirrors her body, fractured with cracks and holes. The choice to
fracture the Earth similar to her own fractures indicates that Kahlo sees herself as part of the
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natural world. Kahlo's fractured body is the base of her identity just like the Earth is the base of
life. In addition, the colors of this landscape shift from Kahlo’s past use of fading and instead
have little vibrancy which allows for the brokenness of Kahlo and the landscape come to life.
Kahlo further sheds the cloak of abledbodiness as she shifts away from traditional
Tehuana dress and style. She bares her true self through her partial nudity and lets her hair down
behind her shoulders. She is shown only wearing her back brace that secures her spine and keeps
her upright and she grips a white sheet that
is wrapped around her pelvis. This
decision to no longer hide behind
traditional dress is a transformation. She
invites people into an intimate space to
allow her disabled identity to be seen,
studied, and understood. In this depiction,
Kahlo appears to mimic classical sculpture
in which the female body is on display for
those to witness beauty. She furthers the
beauty from the classical period with her
core hollowed out and replaces her spine
with an ionic order column. The column
has many fractures, symbolizing her
broken spine and vertebrae. Another
method Kahlo utilizes in this work for her disabled narrative are the nails that are spread across
her face, body, and on the left side of the sheet. There are some locations on her body in which
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the nails differ in sizes: larger nails can be found on her heart, the lower portion of her spine, and
on her left hip and pelvis. These areas that are inflicted with larger nails evoke the suffering in
the areas that hurt the most: her heart, her broken spine, and broken pelvis. Another rare element
of this work is found in Kahlo’s expression. She exchanges her normal expression of stoic
strength to one that expresses intimacy with viewers as her eyes glisten and tears lie on her
cheeks. These tears can be seen as a sign of pain as Kahlo’s broken self is hollowed and held
together by a brace and nails. They can also be seen as a sign of relief. I argue that these tears are
a symbol of her acceptance of her disability as she allows for her true self to be seen by others.
She is no longer masquerading her disability and utilizing grand fashion to cover her broken
body. Instead she displays her broken body and marries her disabled experience with elements of
beauty from the classical period to elicit pride in her disabled identity. This depiction is
metamorphic in that Kahlo is able to accept herself as disabled and evidence the suffering that
has allowed her this identity.
Kahlo furthers her evolution in allowing her true self to be depicted in her works by
showing her disabled narrative of coping with pain. Kahlo’s disabled experience was one of pain,
suffering, and isolation. In order to get through this difficult process, Kahlo had to rely on hope,
which can be a powerful healer and burdensome weight. Kahlo suffered from extreme pain from
her spinal injuries as her “multiple spinal fractures would represent a trauma superimposed on a
biomechanical deficit” (Courtney, O’Hearn, Franck, 2017, 92). Being confined to a bed Kahlo
faced loneliness again as her spinal pain chained her away from the world. Kahlo expresses the
loss of hope from this pain in the work Without Hope completed in 1945 (figure 7). In this work,
Kahlo again depicts her true self by losing the masquerade of the Tehuana fashion. In this work,
she shows herself laying in bed with tears on her cheeks. Despite the use of her bed, she places
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herself in a natural landscape that
shows both the sun and moon in the
sky. This element seems to
emphasize that time passes without
change as Kahlo’s days and nights
blur into one. As she gazes at the
viewer, her mouth holds a funnel
which leans on a contraption that
was an easel for Kahlo’s bed ridden
paintings. The funnel holds food,
animal carcasses, and a painted
Day of the Dead skull all of which overflows the top of the funnel. These elements that Kahlo
depicts illustrate Kahlo’s doctor’s recommendations “…bed rest, a more nutritious diet, cessation
of alcohol consumption, and ‘therapy’” (Courtney, O’Hearn, Franck, 2017, 92). Kahlo’s loss of
hope has affected her healing as she appears pinned down by despair and pain. The funnel force
feeding Kahlo heightens the loss of hope as the elements overflow and don’t fit through the
funnel. This shows Kahlo’s refusal to keep herself healthy. What is most captivating about the
funnel is the Day of the Dead skull, as mentioned earlier, this skull can represent the acceptance
of facing death. I believe that as Kahlo was, temporarily, losing hope in her disabled identity she
was toying with the ableist classification of disability as death. In this work, the painted skull
seems to be force feeding Kahlo the acceptance of her stricken body. Kahlo was without hope in
her disabled identity as she reveals her disabled narrative of her suffering from “…spinal
degeneration and [chronic] pain” (Courtney, O’Hearn, Franck, 2017, 92). Despite this work’s
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solemn message of Kahlo’s body and pain, her spirit remains strong and she produces a
gratifying work a year later reflecting the positive aspect of hope.
Tree of Hope, Keep Firm
completed in 1946 is a depiction of the
resuscitation of Kahlo’s spirit and hope
in her disability (figure 8). She mirrors
her hopeless work from the previous
year and depicts a similar background
of the sun and moon. However this
work differs in that the composition is
clearly divided between day and night.
Kahlo paints the right night side with
dark, dull colors. The choice to divide
day and night with herself in two
different states, an afflicted one from
surgery and a healed one, allows for
viewers to see how Kahlo viewed this
surgery as a hopeful healing of her
chronic back pain. Kahlo furthers the
divide in this work as she splits the
view of herself on a gurney between the day and night. On the left daytime side Kahlo faces
away from the viewers and shows her back to us. She covers her upper torso and shoulders with
a white blanket which her black hair cascades over. Her lower spine shows two bleeding
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incisions evidencing her surgery (Courtney, O’Hearn, Franck, 2017, 93). On the night side,
Kahlo is seated in what looks to be a chair in front of the gurney. She is wearing a vibrant red
Tehuana style dress and has her hair up with a red floral element on the top of her head. While
Kahlo returns to her Tehuana style it is important to note that she is no longer utilizing it to hide
her disability identity. This is clear as she is shown wearing a back brace over her dress while
holding another in her right hand whose pink color stands out against the dress. In her left hand
she holds a flag that states “ARBOL DE LA ESPERANZA MANTENTE FIRME” which means
“tree of hope, keep firm.” Her face has returned to its characteristic strong and stoic nature. What
is interesting in Kahlo’s depiction of her healed self is how she permeates across the divide in the
work and teases into daylight. This indicates that Kahlo has hope following her surgery that she
can return to a participating member of society and no longer be bed ridden. This element of
powerful healing is especially evident in Kahlo’s “…direct eye contact with the viewer in her
work, suggesting that…she rejects pity for her [disability] and maintains a position of power”
(Courtney, O’Hearn, Franck, 2017, 95).
Kahlo’s disabled narrative of pain resulted in her forming close relations with doctors that
attempted to help her. One of the most influential doctors for Kahlo was Dr. Juan Farill. Kahlo’s
respect and love for Farill in aiding her healing resulted in Self-Portrait with the Portrait of
Doctor Farill completed in 1951 (figure 9). This work is powerful in Kahlo’s acceptance and
displaying of her disabled identity. Kahlo uniquely paints herself indoors in a room with
hardwood and a split color wall of yellow and blue. Even though Kahlo is in Tehuana fashion,
she shows herself in a wheelchair, the most recognized and utilized symbol in the disabled
community. Her palette rests on her thigh and is shown to be Kahlo’s heart and her brushes drip
with wet paint from the heart. This indicates the love that Kahlo had for Farill as she shows
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herself painting him from her
heart. Kahlo portrays Farill
similar in style to her own self
portraits and has his face shown
as stoic and strong. While
Kahlo gazes at the viewers,
Farill gazes upon her and wears
her trademark unibrow. This
indicates the care Farill had for
her as his eyes are on Kahlo and
he appears to ignore the
viewers. It is important to study
this work in Kahlo’s disabled identity as it shows Kahlo’s appreciation for Farill’s help in
accepting her disabled body. Farill was an artist of his own and Kahlo’s disabled body was his
medium in surgeries. He aided Kahlo by attempting to reduce her pain which often resulted in
amputations (Courtney, O’Hearn, Franck, 2017, 92). This furthered Kahlo’s disabled identity and
in this image she portrays herself as prideful and grateful for this identity by making herself a
symbol of the disabled and displaying her love for Dr. Farill who aided her in her journey of her
disabled identity.
When utilizing the disability lens we are able to return to works of contemporary artists
such as Frida Kahlo and see the theme of disability arise prominently in their meanings and
functions. Without disability scholarship Kahlo loses her disabled identity which was just as
important as her Mexican and female identities. Kahlo’s works over time display an evolution in
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which she shifts from masquerading her disability to showing elements of her disability to tying
her disability with elements that are associated with beauty in the ableist hegemony. She also
brings up themes of disability such as loneliness, eugenics and disability as death, hope and
acceptance in and of disability. These elements are critical to understanding Kahlo as they speak
to her disabled experience. It is only through the disabled lens that Kahlo is able to fully show
the full spectrum of her identities to viewers which allows for a greater understanding of all the
elements Kahlo utilized. With the use of disability scholarship viewers are able to see the
evolution of acceptance and pride Kahlo had in her disabled identity and how she transformed to
show others in the ableist hegemony the reclaiming of her disabled identity from her perspective.
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CHAPTER 2: ABLED ARTISTS, DISABLED BODIES
The able dominate in society as they are believed to be the majority. However, as we disabled
people know, the abled are simply temporarily abled and eventually will join our identity. This
inevitable adoption of disabled identity has been an element of fear for the abled. The ironic
aspect of this is that the abled fear disability because of their own treatment and erasure of the
disabled. The fearful depiction of the disabled by the abled is a result of the ableist hegemony
practicing cripping up. As Paul Longmore points out, cripping up allows for “…stereotypical
portrayals…representing and then purging an ostensibly non disabled audience’s social anxieties
and fears around issues such as loss of bodily autonomy” (Longmore quoted in Sandahl, 2019,
89). This ablewashing of disabled individuals ``…relegate disabled characters to serving as
catalysts for showing up non disabled characters’ normalcy, ultimately rendering these disabled
characters as forgettable” (Sandahl, 2019, 89). The act of cripping up and ablewashing resonate
with the previous chapter on Kahlo as they further highlight the abled eye that attempts to hide or
erase disability from view. In this chapter, the abled eye only allows for the disability identity to
come to light if it is showcased in a manner that comforts the abled and is not grotesque. As the
ableist hegemony maintains control of the portrayal of disability they are able to produce what
they want to see about disability.
This element of seeing only what the abled desire to see in disability finds similarities in
the practice of black face as they share the dangerous aspect of being reduced by the harmful
gaze of hegemony. In the Black Arts Movement, many artists would emphasize “…an implicit
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warning that the Black subject must avoid the gaze of the “white eye” in public and private life
alike…” (Sell, 2013, 149). While the ableist hegemony places a watchful gaze on the disabled,
they allow space for themselves to partake in and control what they perceive is the disabled
narrative. This aspect of “…“cripping up”—a term that UK playwright Kaite O’Reilly coined in
2002 and was subsequently taken up by disability activists to describe the practice of
non-disabled actors mimicking impairments” (Sandhal, 2019, 90-91). Mimicking impairments is
a cruel and unjust practice that is still utilized due to the undesirability of seeing true disability.
Lennard Davis emphasizes that “…impairments are commonly seen as abnormal, medically
determined, and certainly not socially constructed” (Davis, 2013, 7). Davis then furthers this
undesirable identity by labeling it as “…“undiverse.” [He utilizes] undiverse because diversity
implies celebration and choice. To be disabled, you don’t get to choose” (Davis, 2013, 8). With
this being said, the ableist hegemony does allow for some disability to be showcased, but it is
critical to highlight that it is disability that is desirable: being portrayed as either objects of
sexual desire or as sources of inspiration. This is the problematic area of abled artists and
disabled bodies. While many abled artists can truly celebrate and showcase disability, some
abled artists still utilize the abled eye and reduce disabled bodies to objects of desire or to mimic.
Matthew Barney, an artist who explores areas of life and struggle, produced two works
that showcase his use of the abled eye. The first work that needs to be reviewed is Drawing
Restraint 2 (figure 10). Drawing Restraint 2 completed in 1988 is the second element of his
series Drawing Restraint in which he utilizes his athletic experience to showcase hypertrophy in
which “…your body requires resistance in order to grow” (San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, 2010, 00:00:45-00:00:49). As Barney explored this element of resistance in the Drawing
Restraint series, he states that his “interest [was in] storytelling” with the medium of body based
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performance (LuminatoEvents,
2014, 00:03:43-00:03:50). In this
work Barney filmed himself
attempting to mark up papers on the
walls and ceilings while running up
a ramp. The exploration of
restricting his movement, reach,
and ability was done by anchoring
himself to one spot. In the still on
the right, Barney is shown
restrained to the floor and he is
holding onto a bar with his left hand to keep his body suspended in this position. In his right
hand, Barney holds a long stick which has ink or paint on the end and he reaches as far as his
body allows him to and creates sporadic marks. Barney argues that “this notion of resistance as a
catalyst for growth can also be a metaphor for creativity: the strength of the work of art is
proportional to the obstacles that are overcome in order to create it” (Barney, Matthew Barney:
DRAWING RESTRAINT 2 (document) 1988).
Barney’s argument can be applied to the disabled narrative that deals with overcoming
limitations and barriers, however, here Barney is only referring to the resistance that is placed on
his abled body. This is crucial to note as Barney uses the abled eye in this work and furthers the
ableist hegemonic disregard for the disabled narrative in contemporary art discourse by
furthering the gap in dialogue between abled bodies and disabled bodies. While this could be a
true representation of a disabled narrative of limitations, Barney receives praise for temporarily
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disabling his body as a way for abled bodies to overcome physical barriers. This is problematic
as Barney, essentially, becomes, as Lennard Davis described it, “a nondisabled actor
[that]…transform[s] [himself] in order to portray a disabled person. Audiences and critics [with
the abled eye] enjoy that transformative ability…” (Davis, 2013, 38). This transformation is
celebrated as it is not permanent and allows for celebration of the effort to play disabled (Davis,
2013, 38).
The problematic abled eye in the work Drawing Restraint 2 is very similar to Sophie
Calle’s work Les aveugles (The
Blind) (figure 11). Barney, like
Calle, “…gives us only one
side…of a dialogue; [the] word
for it “monospondence”
(Grigely quoted in Princenthal,
2000). Monospondence refers
to the problem that only the
abled eye is utilized in this
disabled narrative (Grigely
quoted in Princenthal, 2000).
This work of Barney’s could
be a really powerful work
bridging the gap between abled
artist and the disabled if the disabled body was not an objective medium to take control of.
Barney seems to, in a limited way, understand this monospondence as he states: “ … I became
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really interested in the narrative I was drawing onto something that I only understood partially …
” (LuminatoEvents, 2014, 00:04:51-00:05:03). However, his understanding was limited to
filming his works for all to see. With the disabled lens, Barney-- and other abled artists who
desire to participate in the narrative of disabled bodies--can learn that in order to showcase
disabled bodies honestly there must be a clear conversation between the identities of the abled
and disabled. The practice of Barney’s restricted mobility affecting his creativity could provide a
productive honest window to the disabled narrative about adapting to their disability which could
open all sorts of avenues for discussion. Barney’s work, with some careful revision and use of
the disabled lens, could take control of the abled eye as his tethered body in Drawing Restraint 2
showcases the disabled experience that, as Joseph Grigely put it, “the art world never lets you
forget your difference: you are constantly subject to the gravitational pull of rationalising about
it” (Grigely, 2012, 4).
Lennard Davis notes how the abled eye is pervasive as the “legacy of...the current
hegemony of ableism” doesn’t allow for disability to merely exist but that “it has to signify”
something (Davis, 2013, 36-37). Matthew Barney produced another work in which he feeds the
abled eye’s need for disability to symbolize something other than what it is. Barney plays into
the method of objectifying disabled bodies, prosthetics in particular, in his work Cremaster 3. In
the segment called “The Order” in his film Cremaster 3, Barney utilizes disabled athlete Aimee
Mullins, a “…double-amputee track star, fashion model, and motivational speaker all rolled into
one” (Blyn, 2013, 188). Before highlighting Barney’s use of the abled eye in this work it is
critical to note that Aimee Mullins is a member of a group in which she claims she is not
disabled but “super-abled” (Blyn, 2013, 189). While taking on the disabled identity is a personal
choice, I see Mullins as a member of the disabled identity and decry Barney’s transformation of
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her disability into an object of  able-eyed sexualization. While Barney can be celebrated in his
production of the disabled narrative by having “ … the narrative of “The Order” insist that
[Aimee] Mullins is disabled … ”, his use of the abled eye of fetishism3 is the dominant gaze over
Mullins’ disability diminishes his work (Blyn, 2013, 198).
It is important to also note that while Aimee Mullins is already used as a sexualized
object of desire, it is inhumane to objectify prostheses. While Mullins herself argues that she “ …
claims possession of herself and her being, she echoes the very come-on that the beauty industry
has always used to market products to women … you too can remake yourself into a sexier and
more empowered woman” (Blyn, 2013, 190).
Scholars Michelle Fine and Adrienne Asch add to
Blyn’s argument and state that the remaking of the
body into a desirable one by disabled women allows
for them to “ … tolerate sexism and objectification”
(Siebers, 2011, 142). A prime example, which is
highlighted in Barney’s film, of the abled eye
remaking Mullins’ into a sexier object are her
various captivating designed prostheses. One
element of her prostheses that satisfies the abled eye
are her “Barbie legs.” The abled eye of sexual desire
is noted as “…Bob Watts, “[Mullins’]
prosthetist…tells us, “These are sort of my fantasy
3 Many scholars highlight how the disabled body is fetishized by the great prejudice against the disabled and sex.
This is due to the fact that the disabled body “ … are thought unable to produce quality offspring” (Siebers, 2011,
140).
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legs…Aimee offered me an opportunity to produce the perfect female leg” (Goldwasser quoted
in Blyn, 2013, 222).
While the male gaze and objectification of women is not a new theme, it is important to
note the objectification of prostheses that allows for disability to become desirable. In this
particular aspect, Mullins becomes desirable because her legs are the male’s ideal womanly legs.
Even though Barney does not utilize
her Barbie legs, he does objectify
Mullins as he has her wear prostheses
that are desirable and captivating. He
places Mullins in “…glass legs … ”,
“ … transparent ones that end in
man-of-war tentacles and the spotted
ones with articulated paws and claws”
(Blyn, 2013, 188, 189) (figures 12-14). Robin Blyn correctly emphasizes the abled eye of
objectification by Barney in that “even if we were to concede that [Mullins’] different prostheses
enable her to construct a variety of selves…the identities she claims would still be ones that have
been imagined by a set of distinctly male others…Matthew Barney…” (Blyn, 2013, 191). While
Barney avoids the ideal female beauty with these legs, he decides to depict her as a hybrid
seductive, sexual, and animalistic object.
Barney further objectifies her in an acceptable abled eye way in that he gets rid of her
allowing for the ableist hegemony to continue and not have to look upon her disabled body. This
is done “…in Barney’s film [when he] kills Mullins when she should be at the height of her
power, when she most fully embodies the power metonymically signaled by her famous
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‘Cheetah legs’…” (Blyn, 2013, 199) (figure 14). By striking down Mullins when she is at her
physical prime, Barney comforts ableism as “the fear of fragmentation and the destruction of ego
is compensated for by the notion
that [Mullins is not permanent]”
(Davis, 2013, 41). As Robin Blyn
argues, this abled comfort “…is an
act of violent
disempowerment…Mullins has
been cut down, violently
incapacitated…a testament to
castration anxiety violently enacted
on the body of a woman” (Blyn, 2013, 199). Another aspect of the abled eye in Barney’s work
that is critical to note is the abled eye of disability being symbolic of higher things. This is seen
in the descriptions of Mullins’ prostheses that are powerful, beautiful, symbolic. Davis points out
that “In an ableist culture disability can’t just be--it has to mean something. It has to signify”
(Davis, 2013, 37). Mullins in the abled world is an sexualized objectified symbol of disabled
beauty and in Barney’s film she continues this symbolic nature while also being shown as an
object of animalistic power. “But, to paraphrase Freud, sometimes an amputated leg is just an
amputated leg” (Davis, 2013, 37).
Barney is not the only abled artist whose work needs reevaluating with a disabled lens.
Artist Robert Morris completed a series called Blind Time over the course of eighteen years
(Krauss, 1994, 15). Blind Time 1973 was a series of drawings in which “…Morris, with his eyes
closed, would perform his task by ‘making a mark’ that would deposit a record of his attempt in
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a smear of velvety powdered graphite mixed with plate oil” (Krauss, 1994, 15) (figure 15). This
work raises concerns of ableism as Morris, similar to Barney, utilizes both the abled eye and
cripping up in the process of being an abled body portraying disabled bodies. The abled eye and
the preservation of the ableist hegemony is present in Morris’s work as he completes a similar
series of abled monospondence. Here Morris only allows for his perspective and challenges of
drawing while he temporarily blinds himself.
The abled eye problem in
Morris’s work is that while it does
“…[make] an attempt to include
disability, [it] is [still] based on
“normal people’s benevolent
fantasies and not on the terms of
disability lived by [the blind] and
others like them” (Davis, 2013, 5).
I acknowledge that Morris, in a
way, does make an effort to
provide a true experience by
temporarily disabling himself, but it is critical to note that he did not communicate with the blind
disabled in order to make this a true experience. The dialogue that arises is what a blind
individual sees with their other senses and how they can make their sight visible to sight abled
individuals. Morris, however, ignores this dialogue as he simply temporarily disables himself by
closing his eyes and attempting to make simple marks and lines.
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In sum, I am not condemning Matthew Barney or Robert Morris as artists, but I am
criticizing those works that fall afoul of monospondence. It is critical, in order to bring disability
into focus, to allow for true disabled narratives to come to light. This can be done through
collaboration between the abled artist and the disabled. Through an effective dialogue between
abled Quinn and disabled Lapper, Quinn was able to interrupt the white, patriarchal, ableist
hegemony by bringing the true disabled narrative of Lapper’s heroism in being a disabled
woman in able prized society (figure 1). The honest lens allows for a raw exposure of the abled
eye that is continuously placed on disabilities in the ableist hegemony. While some artists may
not recognize their impact on the disabled identity, it is through review of these works that the
disabled lens can be applied in their function to allow for an impact between both identities. I
would like to echo scholar Lennard Davis in that “I don't quite think I meant that disability
should trump other identities, but rather I at least wanted to say that the mechanisms of exclusion
and attitudes and practices toward the body were perhaps paradigmatic of other forms of
exclusion and subjection” (Davis, 2013, 26).
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CHAPTER 3: DISABILITY AS DIFFERENT ABILITY
Ableist discourse has it that once an individual is afflicted with a disability they are useless.
Opposing this notion are artists like Chuck Close who exemplify the reality that disability can
become a new ability. Close began his career as an abled artist and he quickly settled into his
medium of choice, portraits. This was an intriguing selection as portraiture in modernism has
been a contested subject. Beginning with “…Clement Greenberg’s assertion that portraiture was
the one subject that could no longer be tackled
plausibly by artists with any claim to being
modernists” (Close, 2007, 43). Greenberg’s
claim arose from the fact that “traditional
portraiture is rooted in illusion, hence [his]
assertion that it was antithetical to
modernism” (Close, 2007, 44). Close,
however, produced works of portraiture that
allowed for intense individuality as his works
“….call[ed] for far more detail” than that of
traditional portraiture (Close, 2007, 43).
Close’s signature portraits first began while he
was working on Big Nude when he stripped
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only to the waist because he wanted to emphasize his head in the portrait (Close, 2007, 44)
(figure 16).
Close’s life (and art) was transformed in 1988 when he was diagnosed with “Anterior
Spinal Artery syndrome…” (Guare, 1996, 33). The onset of Anterior Spinal Artery syndrome,
which Close refers to as “the event” rendered him a disabled man who’s new identity was “a
person with…incomplete quadriplegia” (Guare, 1996, 33). In the beginning it was unclear if
Close would be able to continue painting. Through rehabilitative therapy, Close utilized his
ever-changing creative process to pave new artistic methods using his disability for his paintings.
Through the study of his “…scrupulously detailed self-portraits [Close] had been making at
irregular intervals” one can see Close’s experimentation in media and methods pre-event which
allowed for him to adapt with his new disability and be able to easily grasp the process of
learning new methods (Friedman, 2005, 86). In this chapter, a review of Close’s paintings reveal
the ways in which his disability became a new ability (Friedman, 2005, 86-87). Close’s tenacity
and strength in adapting to his disability inhibits the ableist hegemony as he showcases that
disability is not the end of a career but rather disability can be a new ability.
Before diving into Close’s disability as a new ability, it is important to note how he began
his work and his methods before his event in 1988. Close’s style development was a myriad of
art movements as “…he was…susceptible to other impulses, among them a pair of currents
related in some ways, but stark opposites in another: Conceptual art…and Process art…”
(Friedman, 2005, 39). What eventually defined Close was his paintings of giant heads which
included descriptive and abstract elements in one portrait (Friedman, 2005, 42). It is critical to
point out that Close’s self-portraits are a conglomerate of all of the techniques he experimented
with (Friedman, 2005, 60). This ever-changing technique showcased Close’s talents in being able
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to adapt to his methods to reflect what he wants his portraits to convey. However, after Close
adopted big self portraits in which the head was the main focus, he placed a greater emphasis on
his paintings of photographs relying on “professional photographers, who worked under his
direction” (Friedman, 2005, 55). This allowed Close to ensure that his models maintained their
expressionless face while also ensuring the lighting and angle of the camera captured the
“…limited depth of field for these carefully directed shots, but one deep enough to accommodate
the model’s features without blurring or distorting them” (Friedman, 2005, 56). What is unique
about Close is the way he obsessively acted as a human printing press for over ten years
(Friedman, 2005, 56).While this
primary color production was
utilized by Close in portraits of
other subjects “…he has never
used his three-color overlay
technique in a painting of himself”
(Friedman, 2005, 60). Close
changing his methods again as he
began to familiarize himself with
the polaroid camera. With polaroid
equipment Close produced two
large self-portraits made up of a
group of photos (Friedman, 2005,
63). This new method is seen in his
work Self-Portrait/Composite/Nine
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Parts (figure 17) in which Close utilized polaroids to collage his face in a separated and split
manner. While Close’s works evolved over time and adapted to his new ability, it is important to
note that the constant thread is “…Close’s standard device for transferring photographic data to
canvas [which was through] an alphabet- and number-coded grid” (Friedman, 2005, 75).
Close’s paralysis threatened his artistic career and he was faced with the possibility of
never painting again (Friedman, 2005, 68). This questioning of life and one’s purpose often
arises out of situations such as Close’s event. However, Close turned his limitations into a new
creative birthplace and explored what kind of works could arise from his new disabled body.
This aspect of liberation in disability as a new ability for Close was given life after he completed
intense physical therapy allowing him to hold a paintbrush with an assistive device (Friedman,
2005, 72). In the aftermath of Close's event, he discovered that he could move his head (Guare,
1996, 32). This ability allowed Close to experiment painting with the brush in his mouth held
with his teeth (Guare, 1996, 32). Then through physical therapy, Close was able to regain some
movement in his hand and more importantly regain control of his hand (Friedman, 2005, 72).
This allowed for Close to paint with his hand utilizing “ … a custom-designed splint,
Velcro-strapped to his right arm” (Friedman, 2005, 72). While Close’s disability prohibited him
from painting in his old abled methods, it is through his “…many adjustments…” that Close
faced liberation and grew into his disabled identity (Friedman, 2005, 73). In addition to Close’s
experimentations of different parts of his body and the ability he regained after physical therapy,
Close explored utilizing another assistive device: an easel. Utilizing an easel first came to play
for Close when he was at Rusk, the rehabilitation center, when a staff member made him an easel
that accommodated Close’s disability (Friedman, 2005, 73). After Rusk, Close continued to
utilize and easel in his new work method. He was able to utilize an easel that would allow for
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him to keep his preference of grid work as “…[the easel] can be set to accommodate a
horizontal-vertical grid painting or rotted forty-five degrees to hold a painting employing a
diagonal grid” (Friedman, 2005, 74).
The fascinating aspect about the importance of a grid to Close is that it “…serves…[a]
more personal purpose: by guaranteeing order and continuity, it acts as his safety net” (Friedman,
2005, 76). This aspect of security is a powerful element of disability studies as it highlights the
disabled experience of being able to feel safe in the ableist hegemony by taking control of their
own identities. What is most fascinating and relatable among others in the disabled identity is
how Close classifies painting himself. He states that “…painting [myself] is a painful experience,
“in the way that therapy is painful—facing yourself—facing the way you look, and magnifying
it”…‘I accepted the reality that I was never going to look the way I wanted to look’” (Close,
1980, 16 as cited in Friedman, 2005, 89). Close’s statement resonates strongly with the
self-image mentioned in relation to Kahlo and Mullins. Close shares with Kahlo the difficulty in
accepting the reality of the disability identity and the struggle of acceptance of the differently
abled body in the ableist hegemony. With Mullins, there is a similarity in appearance of the
disabled body in that their disabled bodies are not acceptable as they are. The disabled body is
not the ideal, for Mullins this is seen with her commonly wearing the ideal barbie legs for
positive attention and for Close “[he] took pleasure in [his abled] body” (Guare, 1996, 32). This
statement is a powerful phrase in reviewing both Close’s self-portraits and the disabled lens
placed on his works. While Close stated this perspective of his before his event, Close highlights
the difficulty that many disabled individuals struggle with daily. Seeing one’s own different body
in the normative ableist hegemony is a difficult task that results in a questioning of worth.
However, it is through the works of Close that the disabled can be shown that the disabled
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identity is not life-ending, but rather a challenge to adapt and and establish new ways to
complete works and/or tasks.
In order to fully appreciate Close’s depiction of disability as a new ability, it is critical to
review the evolution in technique and style in his self-portraits over the course of his career from
before the event, leading up to the event, and after the event. Close’s well known portrait Big
Self-Portrait (figure 16) is a unique work in that Close photographed himself. In doing so Close
“…selected a fairly low angle, so that the camera seems to be looking up his nose” (Close, 2007,
44). This perspective “…adds to the mood of the image, which is challenging, verging on
threatening” (Close, 2007, 48). The message revealed in Close’s expression and pose in this
series is timely in history as Close evokes “…the edgy social consciousness of the day, it is a
portrait of a stare-you-down rebel…It is a pure late-1960s American Artifact in its unblinking
self-assertiveness and casual usurpation of the viewer’s space” (Friedman, 2005, 91). When it
came to the reproduction of this portrait through painting, Close utilized the technique of
airbrushing. He had “…an airbrush loaded with diluted acrylic paint…[completing the work by]
slowly increasing the density of the pigment as he built up the darker tones” of the photograph
(Close, 2007, 48). It should be noted that this work does not have an emphasis on the darker
tones, rather the darker tones impact the viewer’s eye in the same weight as the lighter tones.
Finding darker and lighter tones was critical as Close enjoyed “the very familiar layout of the
face…[it] provides a fixed set of references that cannot be altered and that therefore constitutes a
kind of grid” (Close, 2007, 43). As a result of this layout, Close would produce two different
sized maquettes before he began painting (Close, 2007, 44). These maquettes allowed for intense
detail in every square of the grid that was placed with that particular portrait.
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Close’s black-and-white self-portrait style evolves in his later career and shifts towards a
use of an eccentric style. This is seen in his
self-portrait titled Self-Portrait completed
in 1986 (figure 18). In this portrait Close
depicts himself in color and he no longer
utilizes hyperrealism but instead a dot
method. He shifts away from the reality of
translating the image from photograph to
canvas to “…breaking down the visual
information into component parts that
describe the actual process of seeing, not
just the end result” (“Lucas I: 1986-1987:
Chuck Close). This highlights that “the
individual elements he uses in making an
image may be termed pixels” (Ravin and
Odell, 2008, 1148). The most powerful aspect of Close’s work in this evolution from 1969 to
1986 is from the viewer’s perspective. In his 1969 self-portrait Close allowed for his large head
to be visible from all distances and positions; and when the viewers moved closer they would be
able to find explicit detail of the face ranging from strands of hair to pores. This perspective of
the work differs greatly in Close’s abled evolution. In his 1986 self-portrait “if the observer
moves closer to the image, [they are] well aware that it is made up of multiple elements. The
individual pieces dominate and the figure disappears into a mass of geometric forms. One must
step back or consciously unfocus the image to make it coherent and recognize that the features
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such as the eyes and nose exist” (Ravin and Odell, 2008, 1150). This aspect of Close’s work is
fascinating and begs the question of the purpose of Close requiring a large distance between his
self-portraits and the viewers if they want to be able to see and understand his face. Was it
perhaps a foreshadowing that Close was distancing himself from the abled others as he knew his
abled identity wouldn’t last long? Was it to showcase that his abled skills that would be lost
through his event and this distance is representative of the journey he would face in adapting his
artistic process to his disability?
Then the year 1988 looms over Close and the event occurs. Close became objectified as
doctors struggled to come up with a diagnosis (Close quoted in Guare, 1996, 31). It wasn’t until
1994 that Close received a name for what caused his paralysis and gave him his disabled identity,
“Anterior Spinal Artery syndrome” (Guare,
1996, 33). His paralysis was the result of a blood
clot which damaged his spinal cord causing
paralysis (Dr. Kristjan T. Ragnarsson quoted in
Guare, 1996, 33). This paralysis resulted in
Close having to undergo extensive rehabilitative
therapy. Close explains the process of rehab and
states that “You get back the lion’s share of what
you’re going to get back in the first three
months…You get virtually everything you’re
going to get back in the first six months…”
(Guare, 1996, 34). While Close’s paralysis took
over his limbs and body he recovered enough sensation in his upper arm to allow for Close and
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his loved ones to explore the possibility of taping a paintbrush to his arms and hands (Guare,
1996, 34). This resulted in Close being able to produce works in a style similar to his 1986
portrait of dot method. This time, however, it was in the shapes of “…the diamond, the lozenge,
the square..” (Guare, 1996, 35) (figure 19). Close states his belief that this adapted, developed
technique is “…the mix of ideas…in the late sixties…of severe reductiveness…[reflected] [his]
state, [his] quadriplegia…pared everything down for me to its essence” (Close quoted in Guare,
1996, 36). Close’s disability disrupted his past abilities which forced him into the process of
adaptation and resulted in him being able to utilize his disability as a new ability.
Close stated: “I was an artist. I was in trouble. Nobody had any answers that would apply
to me. I had to accept where I was and see where it took me” (Close quoted in Guare, 1996, 37).
This statement emphasizes the “palpable identity,” Close felt, “…in the sense that the lived
experience of being disabled is something you can feel, along with physical pain, discomfort,
and so on” (Siebers quoted in Davis, 2013, 21). The beauty that lies in Close’s uncertainty
whether he would be able to produce his own works that satisfied him is the disabled experience
that is shown in the fear that comes in having to adapt in the ableist hegemony. “[By] saying that
uncertainty is part of understanding disability identity is not in any way a denial of the validity of
being disabled. In fact, according to the tenets of dismodernism, it is an affirmation” (Davis,
2013, 30).
Scholar Lennard Davis highlights his coined term “dismodernism” to draw attention to
the link between postmodernism and disability (Davis, 2013, 15). It is critical to establish a
bridge between these two terms especially in the lens of art and in Close’s disabling event.
Through the term dismodernism and the works of Close, disability can begin to gain momentum
in contemporary art discourse reflecting the diversity of experiences and perspectives. Close’s
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evolution and ever-changing style and technique is seen through his oeuvre. Close’s uncertainty
rested in his ability to continue down the technical path that he was on. He states that “ … before
my whatever you want to call it … The surface [of my paintings] is already beginning to
dissolve. But it captures the aesthetic beauty of … face[s] … This was the path I had been on,
this dissolution of the image … I realized in that horrible room at Rusk that all I had done was
catch up in my work with where I had been … ” (Close quoted in Guare, 1996, 38). By
reviewing Close’s oeuvre and seeing his experience transitioning from an abled artist to gaining a
disabled identity in the middle of his career, contemporary art discourse can start highlighting
more disabled artists who share this experience of allowing their disability to become a new
ability.
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CHAPTER 4: DISABLING THE ABLED
As established in the previous chapters, ableist hegemony maintains its place within
contemporary art through tools of hypervisibility, fear of disability, and the erasure of disabled
individuals. In order to bring disability into focus, we must also study disabled artists who work
to disable the abled. By disabling the abled, disability transcends mediums to leave a lasting
impact by showcasing the disabled experience.
One such artist is Joseph Grigely, deaf since the age of 10 who works to disable the
hearing dominated world. Grigely uses his disability to confront the hearing abled and bring
awareness to the absurdity of abled expectations highlighting the realities of the deaf experience.
The ableist hegemony is readily oppressive to the disabled deaf population as spoken
communication is the primary and expected language of all people. Grigely is no stranger to this
expectation and shares his feelings of exclusivity and struggle as he attempts to be a participating
member of the ableist hegemony. Grigely shows the difficulty of being a deaf individual who
utilizes sign language through his works as many in the ableist hegemony do not know or
understand sign. These elements of the disabled experience for deaf individuals is the source of
Grigely’s inspiration and function in his works. Grigely, however, changes the subject and
vehicle in his works as he disables the hearing abled and forces them out of their comfort zone
and normal boundaries. By being forced to change their communication from the normal ableist
hegemony of spoken word to writing and lip reading, the hearing abled experience the deaf
disabled realities of barriers and limitations.
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The deaf disabled population covers a wide range of individuals from those who utilize
prosthetic aids and spoken communication, those who utilize sign language and all else in
between. While an individual chooses how to live their deaf experience, it is, in large part,
shaped by the hearing ableist hegemony. Sign language is not a commonly utilized language like
English which results in the hearing being unable to communicate with the deaf disabled who
utilize sign as their mode of communication. Due to sign not being an intrinsic language, this
group of persons with deaf disability must conform to the ableist hegemony. This leads to those
with a deaf disability to comply with the hearing abled use of spoken language utilizing
lip-reading to follow and engage in spoken conversation. This element of deaf obedience shows
how “ … deafness seems to place a barrier between the subject and oral language—that is,
language as it is privileged by Western culture” (Davis, 1995, 102). With this barrier in place, the
deaf disabled are unable to be full participating members of the hearing ableist hegemony. As
this blockade is created, the deaf disabled attempt to form relationships with the hearing through
other modes of communication.
Writing is the other mode of communication that is most often utilized by the deaf
disabled to reach their hearing counterparts. While this seems to be a simple solution to bridge
the barrier between hearing abled and the deaf, Jacques Derrida emphasizes how “…Western
civilization has privileged the oral form of discourse as the essence of language, writing being
only a trace of the spoken word” (Derrida quoted in Davis, 1995, 102). This reliance on written
language further supports the ableist hegemony as the hearing abled diminish the deaf disabled
by prohibiting a connection between abilities. Writing is not utilized as a communication vehicle
in the hearing ableist hegemony as “…speech…in general is conceptualized as presence, while
writing is thought of as absence or negativity…writing seems to be separated from…distanced
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from that body, hence negativity, hence nonbeing” (Davis, 1995, 104). The status and importance
of spoken communication in the ableist hegemony reinforces the stance that any deviation from
this mode of communication is unacceptable and produces a group of untouchables.
Joseph Grigely is no stranger to the deaf disabled experience of experiencing hearing
hegemony ostracism. Being a member of the world of silence since age 10, Grigely has faced the
abled blockade of language as his use and understanding of sign language is not a second
language for the hearing abled. The language barriers that Grigely faces from the ableist
hegemony is the inspiration and motivation for his works through which he seeks to disable the
ableist hegemony and allow for the hearing hegemony to, temporarily, experience the deaf
disabled experience. The reality of the ableist hegemony preserving the normative mode of oral
language results in “deafness…[being] a reminder of the ‘hearingness’ of narrative. It is the
aporetic black hole that leads to a new kind of deconstruction of narrative” (Davis, 1995, 115).
This inability to communicate across abilities leads to the abled pairing of deaf and dumb. “In
fact, the double meaning of the word [dumb] reveals the audit bias that to be without spoken
language is to be without intelligence, like a ‘dumb’ animal” (Davis, 1995, 118). This
problematic association results in the prevention of the deaf disabled joining the conversation. In
turn, the ableist hegemony persevere as “…those who pay attention to art and cultural production
have really thought very little about the way in which such endeavors are based on normative
practices that imply a normative body and normative communication” (Davis, 1995, 124-125).
As the ableist hegemony prevails, Siebers emphasizes that “… we of the tender organs
need to think about ways of telling our stories that will communicate the truth of our existence as
a group facing prejudices and other barriers … put in place by society at large” (Siebers, 2011,
48). It is this truth telling of the realities of the restrictions set by the ableist hegemony that
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Grigely works to expose through his practice of disabling the abled. Grigely invites the ableist
hegemony to




For the deaf disabled
“when [they] come to a
barrier, [they] realize
that [their] perception of
the world does not
conform to [the abled],
although [the abled]
rarely have this
realization” (Siebers, 2011, 51). Grigely produces works which allow for the abled to see how
their hegemonic world hinders the deaf. In the first work, Grigely places a handicap on the
hearing abled by prohibiting them access to their hegemonic oral language. He chooses this
practice to show his experience as a deaf ASL user in an oral society and the challenge to
establish connections and contact with hearing others. Grigely forces the hearing abled to utilize
a language in which the body has a presence similar to the one found in sign: writing. Grigely
sacrifices his own vehicle of communication daily as he utilizes a writing utensil and index cards
to communicate to the hearing. However, he turns the tables on the hearing hegemony as he
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forces change by having the hearing abled he interacts with converse back with him through
writing.
In figure 20 Grigely utilizes whatever paper is available and whatever writing utensil is
available, Grigely has the abled he encounters write what they wish to communicate with him.
This medium of Grigely’s works “…produce a singular aesthetic, a refined economy of
information” (“Joseph Grigely: Conversations 1994-2016”). Grigely “…display[s] doodles,
scribbles, cartoons, and nonlinear fragments recorded on materials that are themselves taken out
of context…” (Millett, 2014, 3). Grigely’s random productions of conversations reflect the issue
that “‘Conversation is fundamentally discursive, not linear. When you read, you know where the
beginning, middle and end are. But when someone talks on paper, it’s hard to find a beginning or
an end’” (Grigely quoted in Princenthal, 2000). This lack of flow is especially clear in Grigely’s
works I don’t want to hear anymore (2016) (figure 21) and Multiples (2000-2001) (figure 22).
Grigely’s work Multiples is composed of “…different sized, but all straight-edged index cards,
sheets of color paper, scraps from small notepads, and the back of an envelope, all in various
shades of blue, [and] are evenly spaced and assembled in a perfect square” (Millett, 2014, 3).
Scholar Ann Millet notes that “from a distance the work [Multiples] resembles a
colorfield painting by Mark Rothko or an example of Yves Klein’s canvases saturated with his
trademark blue” (Millett, 2014, 4). It is these elements of abstraction and minimalism in
Grigely’s work that draws viewers in, but upon closer look Grigely begins to explore exposing
the disabled experience of misunderstanding the aural language of the ableist hegemony. The
three vertical cards on the far right of figure 22 highlight the reality of abled correction on deaf
misunderstanding. The top right one states “That’s not what I’m talking about.” While the
situation in which this note was written is not made aware of, it can be argued that the artist
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Grigely was attempting to lip-read and participate in a conversation but misunderstood and I
argue that someone corrected him
either to stop Grigely from
participating or to prevent him from
rambling about the wrong subject.
Whatever the reason, this card
invokes a sense of embarrassment
and shame as engaging in a hearing
abled conversation is difficult but
when the deaf try and fail, it
reinforces the abled language barrier
as they are unable to participate
correctly. The middle card has three statements that seems to have taken place in, perhaps, a
crowded bar. The large “What?” emphasizes that Grigely’s voice was not heard in the
conversation then assuming Grigely repeated the same person, shown through the use of the
same ink color, writes back “not in a bar!” This interaction ends with a different pen, assuming
its Grigely writing back and stating “I thought you said ASS” shows another aspect of the
misarticulation that arises from the challenges of lip-reading, and ableist expectation that the deaf
use oral language to communicate with the ableist hegemony.
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In I don’t want to hear anymore (figure 21) Grigely puts together a selection of fragments
in “…different colors and sizes…arranged in rectangular mural; from a distance it looks like an
abstract painting…” (Millett, 2014, 4). Each one is a different conversation and ranges from a
lengthy and coherent text to abbreviated short responses that mimic texting in the 21st century. In
figure 21, the pinkish tinged paper on the bottom right has a picture of a deer and is a
conversation in which an individual describes how long roadkill is good for. The card above this
one details a conversation in which the viewer can’t tell where it started or how the thread
developed, but it details different states in the United States and traveling as well as an image of
ice fishing. The first most captivating one on this detail (figure 21a) image is the drawing of a
deer below the blue card. The single eyed deer is intriguing as its purpose and function is
unclear. It is not clear if Grigely drew this or if another drew this, but what is intriguing is to look
at this deer from a disability standpoint and recognize that it’s single eye renders it disabled as it
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is limited in what it can see. This is an interesting connection to Grigely’s works as he tries to
avoid the idea of
“monospondence” and
works to create a space in
which the deaf disabled
experience crosses over
barriers and weaves into
the world to expose the
oppressive abled
restriction of language.
This form of written
language takes on the role
of aural language that isn’t clear or readily understood by the deaf. By privileging writing,
Grigely brings to light the reality of the abled indifference to this mode of communication.
The language barrier realized by the deaf disabled group arises from their experience of
coexisting in the hearing abled environment. Grigely notes how “a large part of our conversation
ha[s] to do with the senses, and how communication involve[s] a wide array of possibilities
outside the norm of what it means to be human” (Talbot Rice Gallery, 2020, 00:20:11-00:20:23).
The ableist hegemony reveals “what the deaf person sees in these other [hearing and deaf] people
[which] is not the presence or absence of hearing, not their soundfulness or their silence, but their
mode of communication—they sign, or they move their lips” (Baynton quoted in Davis, 1995,
119). This division results in hypervisibility of the hearing abled as the deaf recognize that in
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order to be participating members of the ableist dominated environment they must accommodate
and rely on oral language which, for the deaf, is achieved through lip-reading and writing.
Recognizing this division and deaf accommodation for the hearing hegemony, Grigely’s
works foster a space for the abled to experience the reality of having to communicate through a
language that is not easily utilized. During the making of these fragments, Grigely is able to shift
the gaze and become a subject while objectifying the abled as he watches them struggle to
communicate through this barrier. Grigely notes how the interaction becomes “intensely
intimate...in the mutual exchange of looks, touches, words, and silences, and full of the risk of
misarticulation and misunderstanding” (Mintz, 2012, 12). As Grigely stares and waits for the
abled to write their intended message, some individuals face discomfort, insecurity, frustration,
and shame which, for some, results in them giving up in attempting to communicate with
Grigely.
This reaction is critical to understanding the disabled experience of the deaf in the
normative abled language barrier as it highlights the impact and emotions that arise from the
abled restricting communication through language barriers. Grigely’s disabling highlights that
“communication difficulty belongs equally to those with the impairment and those who struggle
to communicate with them” (Hewitt & Pound, 2014, 181). The practice and execution of
Grigely’s works in the mainstream normative day-to-day life allows for the dissemination of the
disabled experience of language barriers. This dissemination is of utmost importance to Grigely
“…as it involves not just the physical materialisation of art before an audience, but the ways in
which the body of the artist becomes, intentionally or not, part of the body of the work” (Grigely,
2012, 1). The impact of Grigely’s chosen medium is an intended result as Grigely is able to
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disable the abled as they view his works while forced to communicate with him in the moment of
written language.
As viewers look at Grigely’s work, they look at an incoherent framework of the deaf
reality which reveals their difficulty of communicating with the abled majority. The inability to
“…describe or explain the [deaf] experience, does little to bridge understandings between those
who struggle to live with [deafness] and those who struggle to imagine or comprehend its
impact…” (Hewitt & Pound, 2014, 182). Grigely works to diminish this divide as he is able to
temporarily put the hearing abled into the deaf vulnerable state.
Vulnerability is an element that arises from these conversations as these barriers reveal
the issue of claiming the disabled identity as well as the space in which language resides. Those
with “invisible disabilities [such as deafness] … [face] important questions about disclosure,
secrecy, and information management” (Love, 2015, 175). As invisible disabilities are not
readily known in the abled gaze, deaf individuals must decide whether to make their disability
known or not. This is a challenge as exposing a disability often allows for the “…range of
exclusions that reinforce the marginalizing of disability” (Mintz, 2015, 113).
As a deaf individual Grigely faces this struggle as he thinks “perhaps I need a hearing
aid, not a flesh-colored one but a red one…a signifier that ceremoniously announces itself”
(Grigely quoted in Siebers, 2011, 102). This element of secrecy for the invisibly disabled,
however, is not a permanent form of protection because even if one’s “… disability is a private
matter…eventually and inevitably, the private becomes public …” (Grigely, 2012, 4). Grigely
takes control of this vulnerable aspect in his works I don’t want to hear anymore and Multiples as
he has the abled face this unjust treatment towards the deaf. Bringing the issue of
“…compar[ing] his desire to announce himself as deaf to the oppressive practice of hanging a
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sign marked with the word BLIND around the neck of blind people” to the forefront of these
works allows for the abled to, temporarily, wear a sign marking DISABLED (Siebers, 2011,
102). While the hearing abled are unable to utilize their choice of oral language and are rendered
as disabled, they also encounter the reality of the intricacy of language.
Grigely’s conversations through art not only dismantles the abled perception of ease of
communicating with the hearing hegemony, but it also brings up the element of silence which is
a troublesome issue for the hearing hegemony. Grigely forces the hearing abled into silence as
“…hearing people [solely] write to him in conversation (his replies are spoken)” (Princenthal,
2000). This role reversal places Grigely in the elevated status of the language hierarchy and the
hearing abled into the undesirable lesser group. Grigely also reverses the perception that “…deaf
people were supposedly “cured” when they could most conform to the nondeaf, oral world” as he
cures the hearing abled as they conform to the deaf, written world (Millett, 2014, 3).
Susannah B. Mintz argues that Grigely’s works highlight “… the dangers involved in
refusing to capitulate to a particular slice of American culture” (Mintz, 2012, 14). I agree with
Mintz's choice to phrase Grigley’s works as refusing to surrender to the ableist hegemony. This
phrase is critical in understanding Grigely’s works as he not only shows the expectations of the
abled for the integration of the deaf into their society but he also exposes the realities of failing to
comply to the hearing hegemony. John Burnet critically highlights “… that while deafness “shuts
its unfortunate subject out of the Society of his fellows,” this is due not to being “deprived of a
single sense,” but rather to the circumstance “that others hear and speak” (Burnet quoted in
Baynton, 2015, 49). The failure to assimilate is a result of the barrier between ability and
disability. Lennard Davis furthers this investigation in the ableist perspective  by noting that
“silence equals death, absence, meaningless … silence is seen as the prison-house whose guards
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are language” (Davis, 1995, 109). The deaf exist in a sensory world of silence and most of them
utilize a silent language that is only heard through the visual nature of sign language.
Silence is not an acceptable element in the hearing ableist hegemony as oral language
resonates with sound and is the only acceptable mode of language for conversation. Anything
that deters the ableist hegemony is unacceptable as it prevents the desirable from thriving thus
the association of death. Death is a word that is key in deaf disability studies as it is adopted and
utilized by the hearing abled to describe the deaf experience. This is especially clear when the
hearing ableist hegemony is disrupted by the deaf and is forced to adapt to the lesser and
undesirable group.
Grigely notes his own experience in which he is deemed as death by the abled. His
confusion in this label is diminished as he is taught that “‘You are death to them. You force [the
hearing] to change their ways in the process of addressing your needs. They must go out of their
way, alter their path … You cause trouble’” (Grigely, 2012, 2). By being an undesirable group
that interrupts the abled flow at times, deaf individuals like Grigely are deadly as they pose a
threat to maintaining the success of the ableist hegemony. What is most fascinating about
Grigely’s encounter with this synonymous nature of deaf and death is how he learned his true
label by the abled. The label of death was on a note by a hearing abled individual at a post office
and it “… was written as though it were spoken: it is something that lies between speech and
writing” (Grigely, 2012, 2).
One can’t help but wonder if this labeling further fueled Grigely’s inspiration of written
conversations with the abled as this “death note” furthered the abled gaze of his disability. This
treatment arises from the hearing abled view of being deaf is a tragedy. Some believe that
“deafness acquired after early childhood is usually experienced as a loss and a sorrow” (Baynton,
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2015, 48). The “slips,” of the word death are, “…‘a means of self-betrayal’. The private self, the
one that speaks for all, betrays the public self, the one afraid to speak at all” (Grigely, 2012, 2). It
is important to note that, despite abled bodies hiding their disapproval of disabled identities,
Grigely produces works that expose the realities of being a deaf disabled member in the ableist
hegemony and the hyper visibility of the abled gaze of deafness.
Grigely also exposes the reality of the deaf experience by completing a work that, again,
turns the deaf accommodating the ableist hegemony into a temporary experience for the abled to
experience. The work St. Cecilia (figure 23) (figure 24) has a similar language disruption in that
Grigely doesn’t allow for the
hearing abled to rely on aural
language. This work is
composed of many moving
parts “…including video,
sound, sculpture, and works
on paper, to examine the
poignancy and humor of
miscommunication” (“Joseph
Grigely: St. Cecilia: Nov. 22, 2008-Feb. 22, 2009”). I must note that the use of the word
“humor”, in my interpretation of Grigely’s works, is in reference to the absurdity of the abled
hegemonic expectations for the deaf to be equal members in their society. Grigely’s work is
“named for the patron saint of music, St. Cecilia [and] literally makes music out of
misunderstanding” (Mintz, 2012, 12). “Grigely had hearing volunteers attempt to lip-read while
other non-deaf people silently mouthed lines from familiar songs and Christmas carols…”
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(Mintz, 2012, 13). Noting
“the “true” and the
“nonsense” lyrics of these
songs Grigely “…filmed
members of the Baltimore
Choral Arts Society singing
both versions…” (Mintz,
2012, 13) (figure 23). The
performance element of this
piece also highlights the
absurdity of lip-reading as Grigely had “…video projections of these two performances, with the
soundtrack of each audible only when a person stand directly beneath the speakers that
accompany each screen; otherwise, what we hear, like what we see, changes according to our
position and our perspective” (Mintz, 2012, 13). The set up of this performance work is a unique
one as Grigely is able to disable the hearing abled constantly. While the original participants
created the misinterpreted song, the new hearing abled viewers are also disabled as they view
these songs in silence and can only hear the lyrics if they stand in a designated spot (figure 24).
They are also disabled in that the two sound spots provide different lyrics which confuses the
viewers in a manner similar to the deaf confusion in lip-reading the ableist hegemony. The
continued disabling beyond the moment of creation of this work lies in the process of watching
and seeing the misinterpreted lyrics and then being corrected with the other video and the right
lyrics. This element of getting things right and failing to do is a major and common element of
the deaf disabled experience.
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Inviting the hearing to participate in this experience similarly allows for the exposure of
the impact of hegemonic desire and expectation of the deaf to utilize lip-reading. Here Grigely
invites the hearing to experience the challenge of and anxiety of lip-reading. By doing so
Grigely’s work is able to “…challenge the tyranny of ‘normal’ in all areas of social and political
life” (Adams, Reiss, and Serlin, 2015, 9). The abled hegemonic perception that the deaf disabled
who can’t participate in aural language but can easily utilize lip-reading is rendered obsolete in
St. Cecilia. By revealing the fragile barrier of lip-reading through the “…printed handout of both
“correct” and “lip-read” lyrics” the hearing are “…startled into embarrassment at their
assumptions about how deafness circulates in culture as an identity, a liability, even a cinematic
commodity” (Mintz, 2012, 15).
It is through this work that Grigely is able to emphasize that “...language is such bloody
chaos when you’re deaf. Lip reading is difficult. A lot of words look alike on your lips” (Talbot
Rice Gallery, 2020, 00:26:06-00:26:14). This aspect of exhibition is powerful as Grigely “uses
sound not to exclude the deaf but against the hearing...to be startled into embarrassment at their
assumptions about how deafness circulates in culture as an identity, a liability, even a cinematic
commodity--are the hearing” (Mintz, 2012, 15). By casting the hearing abled into this sector of
disability, Grigely is able to expose how the accommodation for the hearing hegemony by the
deaf is, in reality, not an easy task and that it further accentuates the abled gaze of the deaf as
well as preserves the ableist hegemony. But with Grigely’s works and efforts to reduce the lack
of disabled experience dissemination, he is able to briefly disables the abled that shows the
barriers that the deaf continuously face.
In conclusion, Joseph Grigely’s work effectively disables the abled in order to expose the
reality of being a deaf individual in the ableist hegemony. Grigely’s conversations with the abled
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in I don’t want to hear anymore and Multiples change the thread of the ableist hegemony as he
prevents the normative oral language from occurring. This disruption, through writing, allows
Grigely to expose the reality of the divide between the deaf and the abled. By preventing the
abled from using their preferred vehicle of communication, Grigely notes how the abled struggle
to communicate with him and struggle to have an oral conversation through writing. This
experience allows the abled to step into the shoes of deaf individuals like Grigely as they
experience the struggle to be a participating member of the hegemony unless they make
sacrifices. Grigely brings to light the sacrifices the deaf disabled have to make to overcome the
abled barriers established to preserve their normative hegemony. The work of St. Cecilia is a
unique conversation work by Grigely in that it outlines an abled hegemonic expectation of one
sacrifice the deaf must make to be allowed as an equal of the ideal society: utilize lip-reading for
communication. This work once again disables the abled and exposes the absurdity that lies in
their expectation and perception in the ease of lip-reading.
By showing the abled their own mistakes in lip-reading Grigely is able to bring the reality
of the difficulty that the deaf experience when they attempt to assimilate into the ableist
hegemony. The importance of highlighting Grigely in contemporary disabled art discourse is
being able to encounter works that effectively show the disabled experience within abled
barriers. Grigely is also able to diminish the othering of the disabled in his works as he allows for
the ableist hegemony to be interrupted and for the abled to step into the disabled shoes. This
artistic process is a transformative nature that deserves scholarly dedication in art history
discourse as it begins to chip away the ableist dominated thread art history. Grigely gives new
life to disability and, as I argued in the previous chapter about the work of Chuck Close, “…in
these pieces [disability] becomes a source of artistic power and ingenuity rather than shame or
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While the thread of contemporary art discourse has moved past its patriarchal white dominated
nature to include race, gender, sexual identity it still leaves behind a group as it furthers the
ableist view. The disabled have created works that intersect with many disability themes and are
able to reduce the ableist hegemony as they highlight their disabled realities through art. My
honors thesis establishes a bridge between the disabled art world and critical art theory as I bring
up key theorists Davis, Siebers and Garland-Thomson. Davis and Siebers are key disability
scholars who highlight themes of visibility, shame, and power in disability and
Garland-Thomson highlights the abled view of eugenics in disability. I bring these themes to
light with the artists Frida Kahlo, Chuck Close, and Joseph Grigely. Kahlo is a prime artist that
needs to be explored as she shows her evolution to acceptance and disability pride through her
works. Upon closer review one can see the masquerade that Siebers discusses as Kahlo first
hides her disability. However, like scholarly disability research, she evolved and began to
highlight elements of her disability. Chuck Close shows disability as a new ability through his
works. Lennard Davis exposes ableist oppression towards the deaf in his scholarly work and the
artist Joseph Grigely furthers this study by producing works that highlight the barriers that
prevent the deaf disabled from fully participating in society. It must be noted that while my thesis
highlights these critical theorists and artists, it is only a start. There are many other disabilities
that must be brought into the thread of art history discourse and with that many artists.
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Disability is not an acceptable fact of life for the ableist hegemony. Due to this fact the
practice of elevating the abled and casting an abled gaze on the disabled secures the normative.
This, however, harms contemporary art discourse as ableist hegemony casts aside the disabled
artists who work to reflect their disabled realities in a true manner. The disabled artists I chose to
highlight in my honors thesis all have a physical disability and they all produce works that
disable the abled gaze. By reclaiming the abled gaze, these disabled artists are able to turn the
abled gaze onto the oppressive ableist hegemony. This reclaimed gaze allows for the narrative of
disabled realities to come to light and begins to allow for the presence of disability in art. I chose
the phrase true lens as ableism has utilized its narrow and negative view of disabled individuals
to control the conversation in contemporary art discourse. This thread of ableism has, in turn,
produced a label of the disgusting, the feared, the freak show, and the undesirables. The only way
disability was allowed in the contemporary art discourse was through abled artists. I highlighted
this ablewashing through the artists Matthew Barney and Robert Morris. They practice
ablewashing as they produce works that lack a narrative between them and disabled bodies.
Barney restricts his body in a way that many with physical disabilities experience. As Barney
restrains himself he produces works that come across as confusing and fascinating. But he is able
to provide comfort to his abled viewers as he takes off the restraints and gains full mobility of an
abled individual. Morris, similarly, comforts the abled in his blind drawings as he produces
works that aren’t clear and seem to have little value. But when he takes off his blindfold, the
abled viewers of contemporary art are comforted as his blindness was only temporary. As I
argued earlier, the practice of allowing abled artists to produce “disabled works” creates a
warped abled view of disabilities. By only being temporary members of the disabled, Barney and
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Morris further satisfy the ableist hegemony as they do not direct the conversation around the
realities of disability but rather the random works they produce as a result of struggle.
In the 21st century we can no longer continue to practice ablewashing in contemporary
art discourse. It is critical to bring artists with disabilities into the dialogue and reduce the abled
othering as we foster a space of inclusion and conversation. Active participation in the dialogue
of disability in contemporary art discourse by artists like Frida Kahlo, Chuck Close, Joseph
Grigley, abled artist Marc Quinn and his partner Alison Lapper allows the disabled an
opportunity to participate and show the disabled experience in the ableist hegemony. For them,
art has become a means to owning their disabled identity. These disabled artists further dialogue
for persons with disabilities through their works. The ableist hegemony walls need to be broken
down and we can no longer accept or allow the space for ablewashing in which abled individuals
provide a closed one dimensional view. Artists such as Barney and Morris contribute to the
ablewashing of contemporary art by preserving the abled perspective. This prevents disabled
artists from finding their voice and displaying elements of the disabled experience. By taking
back the gaze, artists with disabilities are able to render themselves as subjects in contemporary
art discourse instead of maintaining disability and themselves as objects. While my thesis
provided examples of physical and sensory disabilities, there are other disabilities that merit an
equal space of scholarly exploration. In the future artists of other disabilities and works that
speak to disabled narratives require scholarly dedication in art history discourse. Two such artists
are Judith Scott and Mary Duffy. Judith Scott was an artist who had Down Syndrome and was
deaf (Morris, 2018). She produced incredibly complex works of art that “ … does not invite a
conversation about the artist’s biography … the works are intriguing yet hermetic” (Morris,
2018). Mary Duffy, an artist born without arms produces incredible works that invite a
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conversation similar to the disabled narratives mentioned in my thesis. The similar conversation
arises from Duffy adapting to her disabled body and producing landscape works with her feet
that invoke conversation and invite viewers in. Duffy also shares the impact of reclaiming her
disabled body in the  ableist hegemony with her early 90s work in which she “ … invoked the
Classical Venus de Milo … [and] explained how her body was already objectified in society, and
in the act of talking back, Duffy’s mono-logue became social dialogue” (Millet-Gallant, 2010,
25). Scott and Duffy share similar impacts as the artists I have discussed in this thesis as they
allow for a space in which the disabled experience and ability come to light and dismantle the
controlled discourse set by the ableist hegemony. The power that lies in becoming a subject in
contemporary art discourse is great. It is a starting space in which both able-bodied persons and
persons with disabilities can come together to study true disabled experience which leads to a
chain reaction in both conversation and in equality.
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